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1. Introduction. The generalized Hausdorff method denoted by

77(a)(d) is defined in [4] to the effect that if

(1) 5 is a sequence of positive numbers,

(2) dn=/10,i]7"dg, « = 0, 1, 2, • • • , and
(3) where «, p is a nonnegative integer pair,

0.
denotes Oif n<p, 1 if n=p, and sB-sB_i ■ ■ ■ sp+i/(ra— p)\ if n>p, then

(«) (n\
Hnp = (   J A—"¿p.

If s„ = «, « = 1, 2, 3, • • • , then 77(s) is denoted by 77 and 77(d)
represents the Hausdorff method. Furthermore 77(,) is expressible

in terms of H by the formula 77^ = 7rBrt77np, where ttvv) = 1 and

x„p'= YL*-p+iSk k' n>P- As in [4] s is restricted so that sn^n, n

= 1, 2, 3, ■ • •.

Let R denote the space of sequences d each of which is generated

by a function g which is Riemann-integrable on [O, l], and let B V

denote the subspace of R such that dCB F if g is of bounded variation

on [O, l]. HM(d) means generated by sequences of the latter type

were considered in [4J. In this paper we are primarily interested in

moment sequences belonging to R but not to B V. It is found that the

three conditions of Silverman and Toeplitz are reduced to two, and a

generalization is obtained of one of the fundamental theorems of

i7(d)-summability. Conditions on s and g under which 7f(,)(d) is

multiplicative are established and an example is indicated to show

that the restriction on g is not necessary.

2. Modification of the Silverman-Toeplitz conditions. If dCR\B V,
the three conditions for convergence-preservation reduce to two in

the case of an 77(,) (d) mean, namely, that ||77(,)|| exists and { 22p-o Htl\

converges. Before establishing this we have, with e0 denoting the

space of zero-limit sequences, the following property of the collection

of product sequences.
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Lemma 1. If there is a nonnegative integer P such that 7r(p,£co, then

for each nonnegative integer p, 7r(p) Cco-

Proof. If p<P and «11, vfúir<P. If e>0 and p>P, then there
is a positive integer N such that if «> N, ir„P) <«ITt=p+i st/k, so that

ir?)=irf5/IB.P+IV*<«.
We next show that if dCR\B V and 77(>)(d) is conservative, then it

is multiplicative.

Theorem 1. If dCR\BV and there is a number K such

that 22"p,0 |77«| <K, « = 0, 1, 2, • • • , then limnH^ = 0, p = 0, 1,
2, ■ • • .

Proof. Since d(£BF, the sequence { ]C p_0| 77B3,| } is unbounded.

Suppose there is a nonnegative integer P such that 7r(P)£co. From

Lemma 1 ii p = 0, there is a positive number tp such that lim ir(p) =tp.

Furthermore hútP so that if n^p, tt^ 17r„0) 1 ¿0 and ^"=o IAS!

aÍG^,0 | 77Bp|. Therefore 7r(p)£co if £10, and since the set {77np}

is bounded, limn77Íi£ = 0.
It may be observed that if dCR\BV, then the existence of ||77w||

is necessary and sufficient that 77(,)(d) be regular over the space Co

[2, p. 49, Theorem 4].

There remains only the statement of conditions necessary and suffi-

cient for convergence-preservation.

Theorem 2. If d £ R\B V, then 77(,) (d) is multiplicative if and only if
there exist numbers K and L such that

(i)   22U±H{Ü\ <K,n = 0,l,2, ■ • • ;
(ii) lim„i:p.077«=L.

3. A fundamental theorem. If an=l— sn/n, n= 1, 2, 3, • • • , it is

apparent from the proof of Theorem 1 that if dCR\BV and 77(s)(d)

is conservative, then ^Ba„ is divergent. Hence in view of [4,

Theorem 6] we may extend one of the fundamental theorems of

Hausdorff summability.

Theorem 3. If 22nan is convergent, then 77(,)(d) is conservative if and

onlyifdCBV.

4. Sufficient conditions for convergence-preservation. For each

nonnegative integer pair «, p, n^p, let fnp denote the polynomial

rj7p(l - I)"-p
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and V[a,b)fnP the variation of /np on [a, b]. Then 77np=/[0,i]/npdg. We

state some lemmas for convenience.

Lemma 2. 7/«, pis a positive integer pair, n>p, then

(i) /„„ is increasing on [0, p/n] and decreasing on [p/n, 1 ] ;

(ii)   Vio,i]fnP = 2fnp(p/n);

(Hi)    V[0,l]fn,n-P= V[0,l]fnP;

(iv) limB Vlo,i]fnp = 2ppe-p/pl

Lemma 3. limp pve~v/p\ = 0.

Lemma 4. If dCR and e>0, there is a positive integer pair N, P such

that if n>N and PIkpikn—P, then |77„p| <e.

Lemma 5. If 0<t<1 and p is a positive integer, then lim„ F[0,i]/B.B_p
= 0.

Lemma 2 may be established by computing/BP and noting that the

high point of/np is at p/n, and Lemma 3 follows from an application

of Stirling's formula. Lemma 5 is readily obtained from Lemma 2.

Since the author is not aware of the existence in the literature of a

proof of Lemma 4, an argument therefor is given after the theorem.

Theorem 4. If dCR\BV and there is a number M such

that 22l=oirn)<M, then 77(s)(d) is regular over c0. Furthermore if

g(l —) exists, 77(,,,(d) is multiplicative, and if g(l) — g(l — ) =2, 77(i)

(d) is regular.

Proof. If W is a number such that | 77np| <W, n7>p, p = 0, 1,

2, • • • , then 22"p-o \H%\ = Z"=o *P\H.,\ <MW, and 77«(d) is
regular over Co.

If €>0, from Lemma 4 there is a positive integer pair Ni, P such

that if n>Ni, 22p-p |#SI = Ep:W|77-i-l <e/3.
From Theorem 1 there is a positive integer A^, N21 Ai, such that

if «>iV2, then 22P:o ¡-HSI <e/3.
From Lemma 2(iv) there is a number V such that if 0<p<P and

n>p, then V[o,i]fnp<V. Hence by Lemma 2(iii), if n — P<n—p<n,

then F[o,i]/B,B-p< V. If e>0, there is a positive number / such that if

t = x<l, then |g(x)—g(l —)| <e/9PV. Let U denote an upper bound

on [0, 1 ] for | g |. From Lemma 5 there is a positive integer N, N1 Af2,

such that if n>N and 0<p<P, then F[M]/B,„_p<e/18Pc7. Since

from Lemma 2(i) fn,n-P is decreasing on [(«— p)/n, l], for each «

there is a number zB, t<z„<l, such that F[jn,i]/B,B_p<€/18Pc7. Thus

if w>A\
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|¿7B'B-p|     è\\ fn.n-pdg \=        | [g- gil-)]dfn,n-p
\J [0,1] I l"' [0,<]

+   \f [g' gil-)]dfn,n-P\ + \f [g-   gil~)]dfn,n-p
\J U„,l] I        \J [(.*„]

< 2^Ft„,1]/B.B_p + (t/9PV)Vu,Hifn,n-p + 2UVUn,nfn,n-P < e/3P.

Therefore if n>N, then 22"-o I H%1\ <e> and it is well known (e.g.,

see [3]) that lim d=[g(l)-g(l-)]/2.
An example of a function g showing that the existence of g(l —)

is not necessary for convergence-preservation may be constructed

by defining g(x) =h(l— x) where h is defined in [l, p. 119, Theorem 3]

and observing that/B,„_p(x) =/BP(l — x), O^x^ 1.

5. Proof of Lemma 4. For the convenience of the reader the lemma

is restated.

Lemma 4. If dCR and e>0, there is a positive integer pair N, P such

that ifn>N and Púpún — P, then \ Hnp\ <e.

Proof. If e>0, then from Lemmas 2(iv) and 3 there is a positive

integer pair NP, P such that if n>NP, then V[o,i]fnp<e/U, where

|g|<c/on [0, 1].

We next show that if «, p is a positive integer pair, pfin/2, and

púqún—p, then F[0,i]/B9á F[0,i]/np. If p = n/2, then q=p. If n = 3,

then q=p or q = n—p, and the conclusion follows from Lemma 2(iii).

Suppose there is a least positive integer, denoted by k + 1, such that

if p<(k + l)/2, then there is a positive integer q such that p^q = k

+ 1— p and F[o,i]/fc+i,3> F[0,i]/*+i,P. From Lemma 2(iii) q<k + l— p.

Furthermore if p^q — k—p, V[o,i]fkqúV[o.i]fkP- Since the sequence

{(14-1/«)»} is increasing, (k/ty + l^l + l/ty-q^Vwfk,

è(k/[k + l])k(l + l/[k-p])k-pVl0,i]fkP, whence using Lemma 2(ii),

^[0,l]/fc+l,9= V[0,l]fk+l.P-

Thus if N = Np+2P and «>A', then |/[o,u/Bpdg| = |/[o.ugd/Bp| <e.
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